2008 audi a4 quattro 2.0 turbo

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. I was driving on rout 62 with my 16 year old niece and my car
felt like it went into neutral, the lights on the dash started flashing. The brake pedal felt tight but
I was able to pull over without causing an accident. It keeps happening and I am afraid to drive. I
brought it to an independent Volkswagen Audi mechanic where they did a diagnostic. He told
me to bring it to someplace that specializes in transmissions. I looked in my owners manual and
under transmissions. It says if this happens drive it to your nearest Audi shop. I emailed Audi
because I read that there were recalls and technical service bulletins about the diagnostic code
P I saw that there are many class action lawsuits and complaints all about the same problem
with my car. I can't wait years for a class action lawsuit. I live in new england and it's getting
cold. This is my only car. I bought 6 months ago, in November. I have done all the service and
maintenance recommended by Audi. What ever it is that is wrong with my car, Audi has fixed
other cars but not fixing mine and my car. I take excellent care of my car, inside and out. It has
been serviced at every recommend milage date. Nothing has ever gone neglected. My car is
completely inoperable and it is due to defects that were made during manufacturing. I do not
trust Audi customer service or the Audi service center. June 4 my vehicle stalled while driving
on the freeway. Per Audi dealer the cause is engine failure as the oil pump has a tendency to go
bad causing no compression in the engine. The vehicle used synthetic oil and had its oil
changed frequently including having to add additional oil as it was burning through oil quickly
which appears to be common in these vehicles. The camshaft also needed replacing within one
year after purchasing the vehicle. There is a fault in the engines and such breakdowns should
not occur. There was a camshaft warranty extension recall for 10 yrs. In which was the time
period the camshaft problem existed and covered under that warranty. It appears Audi did not
want to extend that warranty into the next year even though the camshaft problem still existed.
The camshaft should never have to replaced at such low mileage once much less twice on a
much less expensive car much less than an Audi. This is my third Audi and I have never had a
problem before. Your thoughts and assistance would be greatly appreciated. Search
CarComplaints. I have an Audi A4 that has a long standing oil consumption problem. The Audi
dealership in las vegas assures me it is normal for the Audi turbo engines to require additional
oil 'top offs' between the regular oil change intervals. I have owned several other non Audi turbo
engine automobiles, and I know this is not 'normal'. I have read many online forums on this
topic, where the Audi A4 owner was eventually informed the engine seals were bad, causing the
oil consumption problem, but Audi would not cover any costs to repair such on the A4 model.
This vehicle has always used synthetic oil, which should only need oil replacing twice a year.
But every 4 weeks the 'low oil' dashboard light illuminates, and I need to add another quart or
two quarts. There is an Audi design flaw on the A4 engine, otherwise it would not be burning
through excessive oil the way it does. The vehicle had a long standing oil consumption problem
commonly known on this model and year vehicle which Audi acknowledged by authorizing a
repair. As a result, Audi of America and schmitt's Audi in bowmansville, NY agreed to replace
the engine piston rings to address this problem. Although I reported the problem multiple times
during the warranty period, Audi did not agree to perform the repairs until after the warranty
expired. The engine was taken apart by schmitt's in October at just under 57K miles, the timing
belt was removed and the piston rings were replaced. However, approx. The car came to a stop
in the middle of the highway split with rte. The police had to come to provide protection from
traffic. Schmitt's was the last to touch the engine but denied responsibility for the belt failure
and stated that the timing belt was defective. Audi of America denied that the belt was defective,
even though according to the Audi maintenance schedule the belt was not due to be changed
until K miles. The belt broke at roughly half the mileage it was recommended to be changed at.
Camshaft lobe and high pressure fuel premature worn out. Audi knew about this issue in about
the premature wear on the camshaft lobe and high pressure fuel pump. I too am having issues
with my Audi A4 turbo I have to put oil in my vehicle seems like every month or so. I've had the
car for only 6 months and I have had 2 oil changes and about 10 quarts of oil in that time. My
mechanic says with synthetic oil you should only need oil changes twice a year. I too keep
getting told this is normal I also went to have my ac looked at and found that this vehicle also
has electrical issues when it comes to the ac this car is turning out to be not worth the money at
all. I cant not believe Audi is selling this type of vehicle I have always had a great experience
with Audi in the past but this time I think I have had enough. Problem: Premature wear of the
cam and cam follower resulting in P errors. This causes the car to run very erratic, surging and
bucking and a general loss of power. There is an Audi tsb technical service bulletin on this very
issue for my , and This is a very wide spread problem! The follower was replaced but the cam

was not. The car was then taken to my Audi mechanic and I was told this is a widespread
problem and that Audi had extended the warranty on the high pressure pump, cam follower and
the cam to , miles and mine would be covered. When I took it to the Audi dealer they did
everything that had a recall and told me to try it. The problem quickly returned and I had my
mechanic remove the high pressure pump and we looked at the wear on the follower and cam.
The cam as well as the follower were extremely worn. I do have pictures from then and now that
the cam and follower have been replaced, I have the old parts as well. Next took it back to Audi
dealership expecting to have this issue resolved and was told my VIN was outside the extended
warranty program and was not covered. They then told me I needed a cam and follower and I
was given an estimate. I would Audi to reimbruse me for the work I had performed. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Online Payment Processing. Garrett dual ball
bearing turbo and all related hardware including Tial external wastegate, 3" inlet pipe, charge
pipe, all steel braided lines, 3" upper downpipe, and V-Ban This unit is uniquely built to drop
right in and replace your stock turbo. It's compatible with the factory stock exhaust manifold Up
to HP octane dependent , Ball bearing GTR bolt-on turbo kit utilizing stock exhaust manifold in
stock location. All hardware required for complete bolt-on. Completely stealth and stock
appearing. Retains all emissions related components. Fits all 2. Both Longitudinal and
Transverse. Capable of supporting over HP! Capable of supporting over HP and includes all
related hardware Tial external wastegate, 3" inlet pipe, charge pipe, Fits front wheel drive and
Quattro models of the longitu Supports over HP and fits all 2. Simple hardware kit contai Turbo
Features:High temperature alloy turbine housingExtended tip compressor wheelWater cooled
bearing housingThe 1. Since the manifold and turbine housing are combined to form a single
compon The use of a "latest generation" turbine wheel help This unit features a full-frame K04
CHRA installed into their proprietary, in-house designed compressor cover and turbine
housing. Based on the turbo which come Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8
characters. Password must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special
character! Choose how many gift cards you would like below. You can set the denomination in
your cart during checkout. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers.
Cancel Add. Create Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your
password will be emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password
Password must be at least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. Audi B7 A4 Quattro 2.
Turbocharger Oil Line Feed. ES : Mfg : 06DC. Qty: Choose how many gift cards you would like
below. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Feb 26, Audi B7 A4 2. Mfg : ECS Availability: In Stock.
Free Shipping. The ultimate in durability! Mfg : ECS01A. Mfg : TB7. Mfg : TB7L. Ship your ECU
for free, or drive your vehicle to our location. Mfg : PA Availability: Available Service. Mfg :
PAKT. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 3, Mfg : F23L. K03 Turbocharger 06DJ Restore your
boost levels and get going! Mfg : 06DJ. Mfg : 06DJKT1. Availability: Expected Ship Date: days.
Standard Replacement K03 Complete assembly includes the turbo and exhaust manifold.
Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 4, Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle
details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. The A4 sedan
can be had with either front- or all-wheel drive; front-wheel-drive versions come with either a
six-speed manual or continuously variable transmission CVT , while "quattro" all-wheel-drive
versions come with either the manual or a six-speed Tiptronic automatic. Both the sedan and
wagon have storage spaces under the front seats. The Cabriolet is available with the same
range of engines and includes more attention to safety than most convertibles, with special
side-sill reinforcements, stronger, impact-absorbing doors, specially designed side-impact air
bags, and two pop-up rollover bars at the back of the cabin. The folding soft top also has more
thermal and sound insulation for year-round driving, especially when equipped with quattro.
The Cabriolet also has a different gauge appearance and leather upholstered sport seats, along
with available walnut or birch wood trim. The sporty S4 model adds a horsepower, 4.
Manual-transmission versions get a performance-oriented version of the quattro all-wheel-drive
system that reverts to a torque split of 60 percent to the rear wheels during normal driving. As
with all versions of quattro, torque is still sent to the wheels with the most traction as needed.
S4 models also get numerous visual cues, including quad exhaust pipes and various interior
and exterior trim changes. S4 sedans get an integrated trunklid spoiler, while S4 Avants get
distinctive aluminum roof rails. The S4 sedan also has an available sport package that adds a
more aggressive look, with front and rear carbon-fiber lip spoilers along with rear-bumper side
scoops. All A4 and S4 models come with standard ESP stability control with anti-lock brakes
and brake assist, and the Sideguard head air bag system, which offers full head protection even
when the car rolls over after a primary collision. In the front seats, there are RearGuard head
restraints aimed at preventing whiplash injuries. The A4 interior stands out with its walnut wood
inlays on V6 models and aluminum inlays on four-cylinder models. Notable options include a

DVD navigation system with a large 6. Failed to get data, please try again. Select Trim to
compare Displacement 2. Automatic, Trans Description Cont. Height Front Head Room in. Data
Unavailable Front Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Second Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Third
Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Third Shoulder Room in.
Summary Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Volkswagen is recalling certain model year
Volkswagen Passat sedans and wagons, Audi A3, and Audi A4 Cabriolet vehicles. Upon
deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, excessive internal pressure may cause the inflator to
rupture. Remedy Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's frontal air
bag inflators, free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided a notification schedule.
Volkswagen owners may contact Volkswagen customer service at Audi owners may contact
Audi customer service at In the affected vehicles, the air bag control units may corrode and fail.
Remedy Audi will notify owners, and dealers will replace the air bag control unit, free of charge.
Owners may contact Audi customer service at Volkswagen's number for this recall is 69O1.
Virgin Islands, or "Zone A. Remedy Audi will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
passenger frontal air bag inflator, free of charge. These vehic The recall is expected to begin in
February These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the
passenger frontal air bag modules used as original equipment or replacement equipment. In the
event of a crash necessitating deployment of the passenger frontal air bag, these inflators may
explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to absolute humidity
and temperature cycling. Remedy Audi has notified owners, and dealers will replace the
passenger frontal air bag with an alternate remedy part, free of charge. The recall began June
29, Volkswagen's number for this recall is 69R7. Note: This recall supersedes recalls 16V, 17V
and 18V and includes vehicles that may have had their air bag previously replaced under one of
those campaigns. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. There was a problem completing your request. Please try again later.
Skip to main content. Audi Audi A4 Quattro 2. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value.
Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: A4 2. Style: A4 2. Own This Model? Add To
Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to your garage. Failed to save
vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage
Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this
window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo
volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is
the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured
on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according
to federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration
and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines.
Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as
"Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make
menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and
beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different
versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the
"Wrangler JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it.
Year: Select Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This
Vehicle. Model strengths: Powerful direct-injection engines; assured handling; attractive
interior; all-weather traction with quattro. Model changes: The Audi A4 and S4 line carries
forward with minimal changes. A number of S-Line visual features are now standard bumpers,
door sills, grille , as is a tire pressure monitor. The sedans and Avant wagons now have a
standard sunroof as well. Models with the 3. An iPod glovebox interface is a new option for the
model year. Model value: Audi spans a very wide array of uses--and prices--with its A4 family.
The A4 can range from an affordable, economical four-cylinder sport sedan or wagon to the
sunny-day Cabriolet model, all the way up to performance-oriented S4 models. The availability
of quattro all-wheel drive with any of the body styles and with any of the engines can turn each
of these variants into a safe all-weather vehicle, and the Cabriolet ranks as one of the safest
convertibles on the market. Model overview: Whether as a sedan, Avant wagon, or Cabriolet
convertible--the Audi A4 is available with a choice of two direct-injection engines: a 2. Data
Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again later. Tire warning light came
on. You may just have a bad tire By A. Baber on April 24, Failed to get answers. Collapse all
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes

reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Got the remainder of the original warranty plus extended CPO warranty out to 50,
miles or 5 years. Good deal. Audi first replaced the turbocharger and then rebuilt the engine, at
no cost to me, at about 45, miles because of excessive oil consumption. They said it was due to
a metallurgical problem with the pistons. It wasn't the turbocharger after all - their error. My only
other complaint is that the car came with the S-line sport option which included the 19" wheels
with low profile tires, which are prone to blowout. The original Pirellis did not wear well.
Replaced them with ridiculously expensive Michelins, which were not much better. Now on my
third set of tires, at nearly 80, miles. These Yamahas are the best tires I've ever had on the car great handling and good wear so far. Other than that, I've enjoyed and been satisfied with the
car - so much so that I just bought my wife a A6 sedan - again a CPO vehicle with less than 8,
miles on it. One person found this helpful. Picked up my '08 A4 Avant 2. Have put 25, on in two
years. I would not recommend this car to anyone who does not know anything about cars or
otherwise wants basic transportation. It burns about a quart of oil every miles. So, if you are
someone who does not check that sort of thing, you expose yourself to problems. And, it has a
couple of other idiosyncrasies that are a little maddening, e. There are terrific online forums fills
with geeky Audi people who can tell you chapter and verse on every little thing on the car, in the
car, and under the hood, which is great. I've only had routine mileage service - nothing foundand the normal sorts of tires and brakes. So, six years old and no mechanical complaints. It's
reasonably quick, with hp, and pretty fun to drive. If you're into that sort of thing, you can easily
tune these for more horsepower and handling from several suppliers. It holds four people in a
pinch, but you wouldn't want to drive cross country in the back seat. It's a small wagon. Interior
and dash are Audi strengths, and this is no exception. Very attractive. The seats don't quite hit
me right. But, I'm a bigger person and they are not nearly horrible. One of its surprisingly great
strengths is as a highway cruiser. Its got a fun exhaust note that can sometimes be noticeable
around town. But, on the highway it's very quiet and smooth riding for such a small car and
easily cruises well north of the speed limit. With Audi Quattro, I have complete confidence the
car is going to go where it's pointed in any of our Midwestern weather. Drove it from St. Louis to
Chicago in a blizzard, last winter. It was almost fun. I have owned this car for 8 years and here's
my verdict: Pros: Nice Industrial design, paint job lasts long and car is well built. Turbo charged
2. Great car, I'm a big guy 6'0 lbs and this is a very comfortable car for me. I can easily drive 6 8 hours without discomfort. Gas milage is great for a turbo four cylinder. If I push it hard I can
get the numbers into the lower teens. Reliability is great, never been stranded, but you need to
keep up with maintenance and that gets a little costly. I'm averaging dollars a year on
maintenance. It does well in the snow. Notice I said snow. I haven't been stuck in up to 6 inches
of snow. I did get stuck in about 8 inches as there just wasn't grip anywhere to get it moving.
That said, Quattro is almost useless in ice, this may have had more to do with my tires, but
during a ice storm I was stuck with many others at the bottom of a minor hill and could not get
up it. That said, many Jeep Wranglers where get up just fine. So, it helps a lot, but it's not a
silver bullet. Taking off ramps has become a "thing" in this car. I just love pushing it to the. I feel
like that might be under rated actually. The stock Continentals are garbage. Speaking of tires,
the car comes with a full size spare. The tire pressure sensors work well, although sometimes
give off a warning message if the temperature drops too suddenly. Concerns around the car
would be with rear seating space. If the seat is almost all the way forward, I have enough space
to deal with a few hours drive. This was addressed in the 09 and newer A4s with additional
space. You can feet two car seats in the back, but you won't be able lower the arm rest
afterward. You'll need to lower it first then put the second car seat in if that's important. Lacks
bluetooth audio A2DP , however call quality with windows up is exceptional. Pleasant surprises
include a very large trunk given the cars size and additional storage is cleverly tucked around
the inside of the car. A very good speaker system even with the base option. The seats, both
front and back are more comfortable then expected. Heated seats react quickly and features a
great range of temperature options. See all reviews. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive
Previous page. Next page. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Transmission The transmission
adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will
hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger
Capacity. V6 Cylinder Engine. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to
compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. All Wheel Drive. Power Steering Adjustable
Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Optional Aluminum Wheels. All-Wheel Drive. EPA
Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering

Type. Servotronic Speed-Sensitive. Gas I4. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front.
Suspension Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont.
Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes
or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft.
Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire
Size. Rear Wheel D
1997 ford explorer fuse box diagram
02 ford explorer window regulator
wiring diagram for battery isolator
escription Cont. Spare Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in.
Front Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in.
Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third
Shoulder Room in. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract,
and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics
for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

